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What happens in child and family social work supervision?

Abstract
Supervision is fundamental to the social work profession. However, increasing concern has
been expressed over the managerial capture of local authority social work and the use of
supervision as a way of enabling management oversight (or surveillance) of practice.
Despite the importance of supervision, we have little evidence about what happens when
managers and child and family social workers meet to discuss casework and less about how
supervision influences practice. In this study, 34 supervision case discussions were
recorded. Detailed descriptions are given of what happens in supervision. Overall, case
discussions operated primarily as a mechanism for management oversight and provided
limited opportunity for reflection, emotional support or critical thinking. With reference to
organizational context, it is suggested that these deficits result from a system that focuses
too

u ho

hat a d he

thi gs happe a d ot e ough o ho a d h .
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Introduction
Munro (2010) described supervision as a core mechanism for helping social workers
efle t o the u de sta di g the a e fo

i g of the fa il …thei e otio al espo se a d

whether this is adversely affecting their reasoning, and for making decisions p.

,

paragraph 4.10). The importance of supervision for social work practice is probably one of
the most widely accepted tenets of the profession. Policy makers, managers, practitioners
and academics agree that good supervision is essential for high quality social work practice
(Bruce & Austin, 2001, Bashirinia, 2013, Goulder, 2013, Beddoe et al, 2015).
Over many decades, various models of supervision have been proposed (Bogo and
McKnight, 2006). Fo e a ple, Mo iso s

odel

,i

hi h supe isio is

based upon the four functions of management, mediation, development and personal
support, the four activities of experience, reflection, analysis and action planning and the
needs of four stakeholders, the child, the worker, the organization and partners (notably,
parents are not considered key stakeholders). Kadushin and Harkness (2002) have similarly
argued that good supervision requires a combination of education, administration and

support.
Nevertheless, there is growing concern that social work supervision is not primarily
focused on education or support but on managerial administration only (Johns, 2001, Jones,
2003, Noble & Irwin, 2009). Baginsky et al (2010) found that local authority managers
consider supervision a mechanism for performance management and although this may
result in regular supervision, it makes it less likely the focus will be on support and learning
(Beddoe, 2010, p. 1280). Thus,

e settle fo ha i g supe isio

athe tha ha i g good

supe isio ” (Morrison and Wonnacott, 2010, un-paginated). Ruch (2012) argues that this
lea es F o t li e

a age s…i the u e ia le positio of ha i g to fi d a a of

espo di g to the oste si l

atio al de a ds of…their organization, whilst being directly

exposed to the emotionally charged experiences [of] practitioners

p.

– 1318). An

overemphasis on performance management and the oversight - or even surveillance – of
practice needs to be understood within the context of a growing defensiveness in practice
(Whittaker and Havard, 2015), a focus on risk to the exclusion of other modes of thinking
(Parton, 2014) and the political reality that child protection social work in particular has
been through a continuing cycle of crisis and reform for several decades (Warner, 2015).
In addition, there is a lack of evidence linking supervision with outcomes, either for
practice or for children and families. Despite extensive literature searches, neither
Carpenter et al (2013) nor Manthorpe et al (2015) identified any studies that directly
investigated the relationship between supervision and practice or supervision and outcomes
in the UK. The evidence regarding supervision relates mainly to issues such as job
satisfaction and derives largely from the USA (Lloyd et al, 2002).
More fundamentally, there is only a limited amount of research describing what
currently happens in supervision. Almost all studies to date have relied upon retrospective
self-reporting Bates et al,

, Ja k & Do ella ,

, O Do oghue & Tsui,

, Be

-

Lound & Rowe, 2013) and whilst such accounts are useful, Beddoe et al (2015) have called
for a shift [away] from retrospective accounts [and towards] empirical examination p.

.

There are, of course, exceptions to this approach. For example, Ruch (2007) undertook
participant observations of supervision and noted how some discussions focused on what
and when tasks should be completed, with others more focused on how and why tasks
should be completed. Forrester et al (2013, p. 82) observed six sessions of supervision and
noted that much of the time was spent discussing case activity. However, neither Forrester

et al nor Ruch set out to provide detailed descriptions of what happens across a number of
different supervision sessions. To an extent, this mirrors our knowledge regarding social
work practice where, until recently, we had almost no data on what social workers actually
do when they meet parents and children (Ferguson, 2010, Forrester et al, 2008).
This pape atte pts to add ess this gap
ase dis ussio s et ee

aski g: What happe s i supe isio

hild a d fa il so ial o ke s a d thei

a age s?

Research Approach
The methodological stance is one of theory-oriented evaluation (Weiss, 1998)
starting with the provision of in-depth descriptions of practice, then developing theories of
how different elements are linked and how they produce outcomes (White, 2009). This
paper in particular aims to describe what happens in supervision, intending that this will
inform further studies of how supervision shapes practice and outcomes and ultimately
contribute to a theory of good social work supervision. The method is action res earch, with
a focus not simply on describing what happens but working with one particular local
authority, helping them think about what they currently do in supervision, whether they
need to change their approach and, if so, how (and why).
The study was located i a i
e e t i spe tio

e Lo do autho it

e gaged i a sig ifi a t ha ge p og a

ated as good i thei

ost

e, fo used i itiall o the Child

i Need se i e espo si le fo o pleti g assess e ts a d o ki g ith hild e
considered to e i

eed o at isk (Department for Education, 2014). The aims of this

programme are to improve social work practice, to improve outcomes for children and
families and, specifically, to incorporate practice-based feedback loops within the service.
Social workers are given coaching based on observations of their practice, aimed at
improving their communication skills, using Motivational Interviewing as a framework
(Forrester et al, forthcoming). Initially, the coaching has been provided by members of the
research team but with the aim of enabling the managers to provide it on an ongoing basis.
To support this process, and as part of the action research method, a series of four
workshops were undertaken with the managers, to explore how they currently support
social workers through supervision and how they might move towards the provision of
coaching alongside their current supervisory role.

Data Collection
All first line managers within the service were asked to participate (n=12) and all but
one did so. Between September and December 2015, 30 recordings of complete supervision
sessions were obtained. In addition, one manager provided four recordings of individual
case discussions (not whole sessions), giving a total of 34 recordings. From each complete
recording, one case discussion was selected at random for further analysis (as long as the
discussion was 10 minutes or longer). Each case discuss ion was transcribed and at least two
researchers listened to each one and agreed on the analysis (see Table 1).

n=30
Families
discussed per
session
Total length of
session
Length of
individual case
discussions

Mean Median Minimum Maximum
2.83
3
1
8

1h13m

1h10m

31m

2h28m

20m 17m30s

4m

61m

Table 1: Details of the 30 complete recordings.

Ethical approval
The Fa ult of Health a d “o ial “ ie es ethi s o

ittee f o

the lead autho s

university approved the study. It was agreed individual sessions would remain confidential
unless there were serious concerns about malpractice. This did not occur. Where extracts
are quoted, names and key details have been changed to protect the identities of families.

Workshop discussions
In the first two workshops we discussed what the managers thought were key
elements of good supervision. The managers said supervision should (1) focus on the child,
(2) include reflection and analysis, (3) provide emotional support and (4) help workers think
about their practice. The third and fourth workshops were used to review the findings in
this paper, to explore alternative ways of providing supervision and the barriers and
challenges in doing so.

Findings
Most sessions begin with the ma age aski g a out the so ial o ke s ell ei g a d
completing various administrative tasks. Typically, the manager and worker then agree
which families to discuss and it is these discussions we are describing.
There is a remarkable degree of consistency across the 34 discussions. Whilst no
formal model of supervision is in evidence, there is a common structure (Figure 1). For most
of the session the worker provides the manager with an update on case activity, often
including a detailed account of the most recent home visit. The amount and detail of
i fo

atio p ese ted led us to ha a te ize this as a

e al deluge , ot least e ause it

often felt over-whelming (for the researcher listening to it and we imagine for the manager).
We present some relatively extended examples below in which the flavour, but not extent,
of the

e al deluge

a

e see . A ke

halle ge fo the

a age see s to e

hat

should the social worker do? . This is esol ed i the e t t o stages. The so ial o ke or,
oe o

o l , the

a age ide tifies the p o le

. “o eti es this see ed to e

relatively straightforward as there was a clear presenting issue. However, often the process
by which the problem was identified was not immediately apparent. Again, some examples
can be seen below. It appears to rely on a well-developed sense of what supervision is for,
primarily framed by the final stage of discussion: the manager providing a solution to the
problem in the form of advice or direction. Overwhelmingly, solutions were framed
organizationally; they tended to be things to be done, such as meetings or visits. A key
function appeared to be this process of converting the complexity of family situations into
institutionally accountable actions. Managers also spent a lot of time recording such actions,
as ell as ke ele e ts of the e al deluge . At the suggestio of the
written recordings are the subject of a separate, forthcoming analysis)

a age s these

Verbal
deluge

•Extensive update
provided by the social
worker.

'The
Problem'

•Identification of a problem.

Solution

•Provision of advice or direction by
the manager, aimed at addressing
'the problem'.

Figure 1. A structural outline of supervision case discussions.

This structure is apparent throughout the recordings. For example, in the following
extract, the social worker provides an update on case activity by describing a recent home
visit in which s/he dis ussed the fa il s pla s fo a fo th o i g s hool holida :
Ma age : So

ate al g a d othe , she s taki g all of the ?

Social worker: She said Beth at first, then the mother said why are you taking Beth and not
the othe

hild e , so it as t e

clear.

M: Ho s she goi g to affo d that? Is it just fo the da ?
SW: Just fo the da , I do t thi k the

e eall thought a out it.

M: That s goi g to e e pe si e.
SW: It s uite fa to go as ell, it s like the do to s su ge
I as sa i g it s lite all a ou d the o e

thi g, she eeds to register them.

ut the ha e t.

M: So mum said she wants them to go to this theme park?
SW: I said hat a out getti g hi

to go to the do to s su ge , e ause ou ll ha e to

egiste hi , it s just ou d the corner, she was like he goes to his friends.
M: This is ot addi g up, o the o e ha d she s sa i g she thi ks she ill st uggle to get
Daisy to nursery, then she wants the other kids to go to an adventure playground. What did
she say to that? Did you pick that up with her?
SW: I did t eall u de sta d…I did t k o

hat she as talki g a out.

M: …So she a ts Beth to go to the the e pa k du i g half te

, Al e t ill sta at ho e,

Daisy has a sleep over, ok anything else?
SW: The o s ed oo
has t ee pai ted.

is do e, beds up, carpets down and clean but she mentioned the hall

M: Did she say they are actually sleeping in it?
SW: She said it s do e.
M: The hallway still needs to be done.
SW: The hall a

as p ett

lea fo

e; I did t see hat it was like before.

M: Anything else?
SW: No.

In this extract, no particular topic is discussed in-depth although the manager is
clearly interested in what the social worker says. The manager provides an element of
challenge, highlighting where the worker may have failed to sufficiently explore certain
topics. The time spent on these updates inevitably limits the time available to discuss other
things. For example, there is no discussion of how best to work with the family to address
the problem areas.
In the e t e t a t, the

a age ide tifies the p o le

a d p o ides di e tio :

M: How many times have you seen them?
SW: I e see To

th ee ti es, fou ti es.

M: You e see Bill ?
SW: But he is t talki g…O

se o d isit, I asked Na to let Bill know I was coming, I

was able to speak with him through a locked door.
M: So where is he? So you spoke through the kitchen door to the living room?
SW No, this was in the bathroom. He chose to have a bath and I asked about coming back at
a better time and he said no.
M: So ou ha e t spoke to hi

a out the state of his oo ?

SW: About anything.
M: So ou did t speak to hi

este da ?

SW: No. Billy doesn't really speak to anyone.
M: What s ke is ha i g a CIN (child in need) meeting as soon as possible. Ok.
Here, the manager ide tifies the p o le : the o ke s i a ilit to speak with Billy.
There is no discussion of why this might be the case and the manager quickly provides a
solution.

In the following extract, all three steps are in evidence:
SW: I said, a e ou o ied a out a thi g i te

s of the hild e

ei g i thei dad s

a e…do ou feel that the d e safe, she did sa she as o e ed a out the dad s
shouti g a ou d the hild e …a out dad s use of shish a d also khat, so that s a other
thing, she also was concerned he has cut off contact [with] the children a d…she felt makes
the

sad a d the

e got o

o e a d he s lea ed out he

a k a ou t.

M: How did he do that?
SW: When she went into hospital, she said he took the card.
M: Why would he take out all the money?
SW: … e talked a out that, the out o e as that the a e oo di ato

as goi g to ha e a

further discussion with her about whether she wants the police involved in an investigation
of fi a ial a use… ut, I
o e , I e got o

ea , the dad s ee

alli g e, o sta tl , to sa I e got o

o e , I eed o e fo the hild e a d she s ut off the

o e a d

he s fu ious…o iousl he eeds o e to pa fo the hild e s thi gs.
M: In the interim, we can give money, food vou he s…What does he eed othe tha food
vouchers?
SW: I eed to

eet up ith oth of the

had o ta t ith thei

a d…thi k a out o ta t, these hild e ha e ot

u fo t o eeks…So

u h o k to e do e ith this fa il .

Getting to the bottom of it.
M: Ok. Fathe has said he has o

o e , it s ha d to figu e out ho

u h the e is. He gets

JSA Jo “eeke s Allo a e . 4 kids to feed. We d ha e to look at hat e do the e, I thi k
feedi g a fa il of fou , £60 is ot too ad, it s uite lo , £60 of food vouchers if you can get
it.
SW: He s getti g his JSA, so he a feed hi self, as lo g as the kids ha e got so ethi g.
M: I expect they get free school meals but you need to check on that.
SW: Ma e a it
the ? I

o e to take a ou t of appies a d thi gs…the

o de i g if

M: Fi d out f o

hi

e uite e pe si e a e t

a e £ 0?

ho

u h he feels he eeds to u food a d appies. That s the o l

a tio I e got. Did I sa a thi g else?
SW: I e also got do

that I should o ta t the a d to e uest the benefits advisor make

contact [with mum].
M: Ok. We have time for one more.
In this extract, the worker sha es the
the p o le

othe s o e s a d the manager identifies

as the fathe s la k of i o e a d the e follo s a dis ussio a out the le el of

financial support required. The other concerns are not discussed.
A particular feature of this approach is the short conceptual step between the
ide tifi atio of the p o le

a d the p o isio of a solution and the tendency for the

advice to concern procedural actions, such as completing paperwork or arranging a
meeting. In the extract above, this quick shift from problem to solution leaves little room to
explore the concerns about financial abuse, substance misuse, the children being sad,
contact between them and their mother and the father shouting around them.

What does not happen in supervision case discussions?
We noted two significant areas which are lacking in these same case discussions : risk
and emotions.

A lack of clarity about risk
Risk is rarely discussed in-depth or linked specifically to the child. Case discussions
often included references to risk but it was more common to find risks ei g

a ed tha

discussed in-depth. For example, whilst the social worker would say if they were worried
about substance misuse, we found no discussions that explored how the child experienced
this, hethe the isk elated to the pa e t s eha iou o di e tl to the su sta e o
whether the isk esulted f o

oth,

the pa e t s use of the su sta e or from their procurement

(e.g. because drug dealers visit the home), or both and so on.
This te de
SW: I

to a e isk athe tha e plo e it is evident in the following extract:

o ied about he

e tal health eall … I

o ied a out K le.

M: What he s ei g e posed to?
SW: At first it was housing but now it seems to be unraveling and obviously she has
depression.
M: Have you had a face-to-face discussion about your concerns?

SW: I ha e t had a di e t o e satio . I a ted to talk to ou fi st e ause it s uite
sensitive.
M: What have you thought about doing?
SW: Co ta ti g the do to , seei g hat

edi atio she s o .

M: Has she been to her doctor about it?
SW: She says she has.
M: So, I think it might be an idea, you might need to meet with her face-to-face. How would
you feel about doing that? You can speak to the doctor but how would you feel if you did
that without talking to her first?
SW: She said you can speak to my doctor. She feels if we were taking her depression
seriously, we would get her a house.
I this e t a t, the

a age liste s to the o ke s o e , asks hat she has

considered doing, asks how the social worker might feel and offers advice (following the
general structure of identifying the problem and providing a solution). However, it appears
as if the la els of

e tal health a d dep essio p o ide suffi ie t detail a out the isk

and the discussion moves onto actions.

The general absence of emotions
Case discussions also tend not to include emotions, either of the worker or children
and families. This is not to say managers were uncaring. In almost all recordings, managers
he k i

at the start, asking how the worker is, how they are coping with their work and so

on. However, once the discussion focused on particular families, emotional references were
largely absent although managers did sometimes ask how the social worker was feeling.
Nevertheless, there was only limited consideration of why the social worker felt a particular
way or how their feelings might be impacting on their behaviour and decision-making. The
most common references were to frustration or other negative affect caused by perceived
parental resistance :

SW: Mum, she has been very, I would say reluctant, in her words, she hates social workers
and always has.
M: Do t e all.

SW: Does t a t a thi g to do ith
had a ig effe t o Neil…she is u happ

e, as fa as she s o e ed…the hole thi g has
ith

e a d so Neil is unhappy with me.

M: A d that s the goal, to get this elatio ship goi g ith Neil.…Ho does it feel, a little it
demoralizing, frustrating?
SW: I would say frustrating.
M …we have to work it out, call a joint meeting so you can have a frank talk and discussion
with mum.
In this extract, the manager listens, uses humour to offer support a d asks ho
does it feel? but there is no discussion of why the mother might feel such antipathy, why
the social worker is feeling frustrated, how this sense of frustration is influencing his
behaviour or decision-making or how a f a k talk

ith the

othe

ight help.

Another example can be seen in the following extract:

SW: It was referred by the midwife because of concerns about possible substance misuse,
cannabis. I met with mum and started to ask how things were going and she was saying this
and that but when he, the dad, when he left, she opened up on me.
M: Like what? DV?
SW: Not really. When she was younger, she was trafficked here, and pimped and raped and
she had a othe p eg a

, ut it did t

othi g a out this. So o , I
u that dad does t k o
M: You ll ha e to

ake it, a d the dad, the e pa t e , he k o s

like, hat do I do, e ause I ha e all this i fo

atio a out

ut it ill ha e to go i to the assess e t so he ll see it.

ite t o diffe e t assess e ts. Did this happe he e o i I ela d?

SW: In Ireland I think.
M: So, ot i ou ju isdi tio . I

o de i g if

u had a isa he she a e he e, if she

was trafficked?

Again, the manager identifies a problem and provides a solution but does not ask
about the emotional impact on the worker or how the mother might be feeling. As noted
above, we did not find that managers were generally uncaring but nevertheless, it is striking
that discussions of emotion are generally not integrated into case discussions.
Within the 34 discussions we analyzed, we found one example of a manager

integrating the emotional impact of the work into the family discussion:
SW: I found it really diffi ult…so halle gi g. Fo pa t of the
ould ha e sta ted

i g a d afte the

eeti g, I ould t talk o I

eeti g, I ould t stop

i g.

Ma age : You had uite a st o g ea tio the fi st ti e ou took he out… he she told ou
she was victimized in the family, that affected you emotionally. Is it something about this
family or something about you?
SW: I do t k o ; othe thi gs a e sad. A

othe told

has a e a d that as sad. So, I do t k o

e the da

efo e that he daughte

hethe I as al ead feeling sad because of

that...I could have been picking up on the sadness that she is unable to express other than
through anger and I felt sad because a child had cut herself and she was sat crying,
surrounded by her family, and no-one was giving her a hug, they were just having a go at
her.
Ma age : You e lea l

e

attu ed to he feeli gs a d she is e p essi g ho she is ei g

i ti ized a d that ill tou h a o e… ou eall do attu e ou self to ho the hild is
feeling, more so than the treadmill cases.
SW: An ongoing shit home life or a single, tragic occurrence.
Manager: And how difficult it is to know how to support the child. We are not trained to
e… ou selo s, e ha e e tai skills a d t ai i g… ut e a e the people ho people
assume can do it a d it s ha d.
SW: You feel responsible.
Ma age : You a t

ake so eo e happ .

SW: But you can make them unhappier.
Ma age : You e p o a l a hie ed o e i that sho t ti e tha a o e else has ith that
family and now it feels like a far more stable situatio … ou i te e tio has, i o e a o
another, led to that.

Yet this is very much the exception. The general rule was for supervision to be
practical and action-orientated. The incredibly difficult and complex nature of the work
discussed often seemed to stand in stark contrast to the very pragmatic and un-emotional
way it was discussed.

Summary
In summary, we found a high degree of similarity across the sessions. Most start with
a ge e al he k-i a d a o side atio of o k load a d H‘ issues. The a age a d
worker then agree a list of families to discuss and each one is considered in turn. No formal
model of supervision is used, although there is a clear structure – egi
deluge

the so ial o ke , follo ed

i g ith a e al

the ide tifi atio of the p o le

and the

provision of a solution by the manager. There are limited references to the emotional
impact of the work, with the exception of frustration at perceived parental resistance, and
limited discussions of risk.

Strengths and limitations
The primary limitation of the study is that it was based in one team. It is possible
that supervision takes different forms in other authorities and teams. Yet while this is
possible – and there are examples of different approaches, such as that used in the Signs of
Safety model (Bunn, 2013, p. 39 – 40) – there are no grounds for believing supervision is
substantially different in most other local authority settings. The authority had been
i spe ted as good and many of the supervisors had worked in other places. None
identified supervisory practice in this authority as being unusual. We feel on balance it is
likely that it is fairly typical of supervision i Child e s “e i es, although we will be carrying
out similar studies in other authorities and look forward to testing this proposition.
It is important to acknowledge that supervision is a complex activity, and not limited
to what happens in case discussions. There are important elements of the supervisory role
that take place outside formal supervision meetings. One manager did not provide any
recordings and some managers provided more than others. It is possible that some selective
recording took place. The influence of being researched itself is, in this context, difficult to
analyse. We did not feel there was much influence but it is not possible to be certain about
this. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that if there is an impact it would be to make
supe iso s

o e likel to t to de o st ate

hat the feel to e

est p a ti e . Gi e ou

findings, the impact of observation seems unlikely to have had a major influence on the way
in which managers supervised.
The primary strength of the study is that we were able to listen and record directly
supervision case discussions, instead of relying on self-report accounts. We also had the

opportunity to discuss the findings with the managers concerned.

Discussion
At the heart of our findings is a conundrum – managers do not seem to be doing
what they say they want to. Their priorities were that supervision should be child-focused,
reflective, analytical, emotionally supportive and helpful in terms of practice. Our findings
suggest the supervision they currently provide is none of these things.
Yet the consistency of our findings also suggest this kind of supervision is not the
result of poor individual practice but is produced by a particular organizational context.
Furthermore, in the workshops with the managers we were impressed by their insightful
comments and evident skillful practice. This suggests these managers are capable of
providing good supervision but the nature of the case discussions and the purposes they
may fulfill result from systemic pressures and expectations.
If so, what might these be? There may be an element of systemic deficit, meaning
that these problems, if that is what they are, arise not because of an individual or isolated
problem but emerge due to inherent flaws within the wider system or organization. This
would include the manner in which different elements, such as a lack of training, combined
with an organizational preoccupation with risk and an individual fear of being blamed if
something goes wrong, might interact with one another. Such deficits cannot be resolved
without changing the culture or the organization of the whole system (Keating et al, 2001).
In the workshops, we asked the managers whether they had received training on
supervision. Only one manager had. How then do they know how to provide supervision?
Primarily, they said, because they were modelling the same supervision they themselves
had received. This might indicate that approaches to and types of supervision are handed
down from manager to manager and from manager to social worker and that the
organization s informal approach to supervision, the way things are done around here
(Deal and Kennedy, 1982), is more important than the formal supervision policy. This
suggests that the same managers, working in different organizations, especially nonstatutory agencies, where the focus on risk (Parton, 2014) and on defensive practice
(Whittaker and Havard, 2015) may be less heightened, could provide a very different kind of
supervision.
We found some evidence in support of this when, during the same workshops, we

played a recording of a supervision session from another authority, prompting a very skillful
and informed discussion, including how helpful (or not) it was for the social worker and
what feedback they might give to the manager in question. This exercise not only
demonstrated the expertise of the managers but was also the first time any of them had
heard another manager providing supervision to someone else. Combined with a lack of
training, this suggests that each manager has only limited opportunities to learn how best to
provide supervision and left them significantly reliant on their own experiences of having
received supervision in the past. In relation to whether the managers would be able to
coach social workers regarding their communication skills, these findings are both positive
and negative. Within the current format of supervision, coaching plays little or no part and it
is diffi ult to see ho it ould, if the fo us o ti ues to e o the p o isio of a e al
deluge of i fo

atio

the so ial o ke a d the p ovision of solutions to problems

identified by the manager. Alternatively, within the different context of the workshops, the
managers demonstrated their ability to think about the skills of another manager and how
they might provide developmental feedback.
The

a age s also felt that ithi the autho it a d ithi Child e s “e i es o e

generally, the focus in recent years has been on the training and development of social
workers, with much less emphasis on the training and development of first-line managers.
A othe

defi it ele e t is the p essu es o the

a age s. The

e e a le to ide tif

many such challenges, including finding rooms to do supervision, caseloads, staff turnover
but overwhelmingly time was considered the limiting resource.
Yet a defi it

odel is also i suffi ie t to e plai these fi di gs. The lo al autho it

being studied is doing relatively well, with a stable and experienced staff group and good
supe iso : o ke

atios. “upe isio is egula a d the lo al autho it s staff su e

suggested workers found it helpful and evaluated it positively. This suggests the model of
supervision se es so e u ial age

fu tio s. O e of these as

Ma age s a e u de p essu e to k o

thei

a age ial o e sight .

ases , i te all as ell as f o e te al

o ga izatio s su h as OF“TED. I Fo este et al s

stud of th ee lo al autho ities in

England, they describe how in one of them, supervision was seen as important because
supervision tells the inspectors that managers know their cases p.

a d e fou d

evidence of something similar in these recordings. There was certainly a heavy emphasis on
written records of what is happening and actions that flow from it. A desire to demonstrate

accountability seemed to be at the heart of this.
However, other explanations also seem plausible. One is that it offers a way of
dealing with the huge complexity of the presenting issues . Converting the complex,
emotionally charged and potentially over-whelming family situations being discussed into
concrete actions was an activity that appeared to be valued by workers as well as by the
organization as a whole.
These findings raise questions about the role of first-line managers and a growing
sense of de-p ofessio alizatio . If the

a age s ole is to p o ide solutio s ha i g

ade

sense of complex and often conflicting information, you might expect to see the kind of
supe isio

e des i ed. If the

a age s ole is to p o ide su eilla e of so ial o ke s,

again you might expect to see this kind of supervision. You would not expect to see this type
of supe isio if the

a age s ole is to p o ide practice leadership, help social workers

develop their skills, knowledge and expertise and shape outcomes for families.
Our final suggestion for these findings is to consider them in relation to the
uestio s

hat, he , ho a d h . I the ase dis ussions we heard, the focus is

overwhelmingly on the first two questions, what and when, those Ruch (2012) described as
te h i all efle ti e . Dis ussio s of ho thi gs ight e do e a d h , those ‘u h
des i ed as holisti all efle ti e , e e la gel absent. For example, in one of the extracts
a o e, the

a age a d so ial o ke dis uss o e s elated to a othe s

e tal health

and agree that the worker should have a discussion with the mother (they agree what to
do). However, there is no discussion of how the worker might have this discussion or why
she needs to. It is possible that the worker already understands why and the manager may
ha e o fide e i the o ke s a ilities. It is also possible that the worker and manager are
operating within a system that highly values what and when – perhaps as guarantors that
actions are being completed - and places a lower value on how and why. The problems that
might emerge from a system operating without due consideration for how and why include:
making it more difficult for workers to understand and explain why they are completing
certain tasks; a lack of managerial oversight of how workers are behaving with families; a
lesse i g of the

a age s a ilit to oa h a d de elop o ke s a d pe haps e e a se se

that so ial o ke s a e p i a il goi g th ough the
thinking about how and why they work with families.

otio s of p a ti e athe tha

Conclusion
Understanding what happens and why in child and family social work supervision is
only important in so far as it helps us ensure the best possible supervision for workers.
Optimistically, amongst this group of managers, we found a commitment to change and an
excitement about the potential of doing so. Nevertheless, the managers provide the kind of
supervision we have described for a reason. Deficit models – related to individuals or to the
wider system – will not, on their own, bring about change. Rather, we need organizational
contexts that include, alongside a vision for practice, a vision for supervision. Simply
e ui i g

a age s to ha e o e sight of p a ti e is e ide tl i suffi ie t. Eithe

e eed to

allow managers to better meet the current demands placed upon them or we need to
change the nature of those demands. Recent changes in policy, such as the K o ledge a d
“kills “tate e t of the Chief “o ial Wo ke

Department for Education, 2015), may go some

way to developing the professional role of first-line managers.
Supervision is a crucial component in the provision of good social work and must
fulfill a multitude of complex functions, not only those we have described and discussed
here. Finding a model of social work supervision that avoids a dialectic between either being
a therapeutic, introspective activity or as a tool for surveillance would seem critical
(Manthorpe et al, 2015, p. 3, Beddoe et al, 2015, p. 1). To create good social work practice,
we need to ensure that social workers are provided with the right supervision and to ensure
this, we have to provide support for managers and create the right systemic conditions.
However, at present, we have little empirical evidence regarding the relationship between
supervision and practice. This limits the potential to provide the right kind of support to
social workers via supervision and to managers in turn. To improve this situation, we need
to implement a research agenda for supervision (Beddoe et al, 2015), to understand more
about what currently happens, how good supervision shapes good practice and, ultimately,
how good supervision and practice help deliver better outcomes for children and families.
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